Resist resolution remains a significant issue for EUV. Strong concerns remain with the use of chemically amplified resist owing to their diffusion characteristics. Currently EUV resist development is primarily focused on large-scale screening efforts in an attempt to identify platforms showing promise in a variety of areas with resolution arguably being the parameter of highest importance at this time. The characterization of the intrinsic resolution limit of resists, however, is not a trivial issue due to practical complications such as pattern collapse and top-loss. Note that the intrinsic resist resolution limit has been claimed to be determined by the resist diffusion length and various metrics have been proposed to characterize this diffusion length as well as resist resolution. Here we investigate a variety of resolution and diffusion length metrics and study the correlation between these metrics and observed resist performance when applied to a variety of leading EUV resists. The metrics we study include iso-focal bias, line-edge-roughness correlation length, resist modulation transfer function, and corner rounding.
INTRODUCTION
With the entry node for extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography being pushed towards smaller nodes, resist issues become an ever more important component of the overall EUV technology development task. In 2005, the ability to simultaneously achieve the required resolution, sensitivity, and LER was determined to be the highest risk potential roadblock to the commercialization of EUV lithography [1] . In 2006 we saw significant improvements in EUV resists resulting in resists dropping to number two on the list of potential roadblocks [2] . Despite these improvements, it is evident that resists remain an area of significant concern for EUV. Tables 1 and 2 ' '1 1
Of the three critical resist parameters, resolution is arguably the most crucial characteristic. Unfortunately it is also the hardest characteristic to quantify. The issue is that what we refer to as resolution is generally subjective and folds in several other characteristics that may or may not be related to some fundamental length-scale limit in the resist. Examples of such characteristics include pattern collapse and top loss. Even when we attempt to quantify the conventional definition of resolution through process-window analysis, for example, these additional failure mechanisms have a significant impact on the results. One might argue that in the end we require a workable process, thus all these parameters should be taken into account. However, in the attempt to gain fundamental understanding into the limits of resists and how to improve them, it is important to be able to deconvolve these effects.
Here we investigate a variety of resolution and diffusion length metrics and study the correlation between these metrics and observed resist performance when applied to a variety of leading EUV resists. The metrics we study include iso-focal bias, line-edge-roughness correlation length, resist modulation transfer function, and corner rounding. The lithography data is all obtained from the SEMATECH Berkeley Microfield exposure tool (MET) [3] . The SEMATECH Berkeley tool utilizes a 5×-reduction, 0.3-NA optic [4, 5] , and employs a unique illuminator supporting the generation of arbitrary pupil fills in a lossless manner [6] .
RESOLUTION CHARACTERIZATION METRICS
In an attempt to more rigorously quantify "resolution" we seek to characterize resists by a point-spread function (PSF) representing some fundamental blurring process imparted by the resist when converting the incident aerial-image intensity to a deprotection profile. Accepting the idea of the PSF to characterize the fundamental resolution limit of the resist [7] [8] [9] [10] , we seek a method for actual extraction of the PSF from printing results. Noting that the resist PSF is nothing but a blur function associated with the resist, one might consider the use of iso-focal shift (or intrinsic bias) to determine the PSF. We define the iso-focal shift as the CD offset between the predicted and observed iso-focal CDs. We further take this shift to result from diffusion and thus represent the intrinsic resist blur or PSF. Table 3 shows comparison results between observed resolution (determined as the minimum printable half pitch value) and measured intrinsic bias for four different resists. The iso-focal values were determined by averaging values determined for coded CDs of 50, 45, and 40 nm, respectively. As seen in Table 3 , we see inconsistent to poor correlation between observed resolution and the iso-focal bias. In terms of printing performance (see Fig. 1 ) we see that MET-1K (Rohm and Haas) and Resist A have quite similar imaging behavior at their common resolution limit of 35 nm, however, these resists display drastically different iso-focal shifts. In one case the iso-focal shift is nearly zero whereas in the second case it was too large to measure. Another example of inconsistency is that the clearly better performing KRS resist has a considerably larger intrinsic bias than does Resist A.
Resist
Resolution (nm) Bias (nm)
Resist C 35 4 Table 3 . Observed resolution and measured iso-focal shift for a variety of EUV resists.
KRS MET-1K
Resist A Resist C Fig. 1 . 35-nm dense-line printing performance of the four resists in Table 3 at best dose and focus.
Treating the resist blur as a PSF enables us to use the concepts of linear systems theory for determination of the blur. One such concept is the modulation transfer function (MTF). The idea is that the PSF can be determined by measuring the system response to a series of periodic structures spanning a sufficiently large range of periods. In other words, if we can measure the resist image contrast as a function of pitch, we can use that to determine the resist PSF [11] . In doing the analysis, we must, of course, deconvolve the effect of the limited resolution of the optic itself in order to isolate the resist contribution.
Applying these techniques to data such as that presented in Ref. 12 , results in the data shown in Table 4 . The term "resolution" in the table again refers to the conventional subjective characterization of the resolution limit (well-formed lines in resist), whereas the "blur" entry refers to the computed PSF for the differing resists. For the oldest generation and worst performing resist from this sample set (Rohm and Haas EUV-2D resist), we see the subjective resolution limit to be dominated by the fundamental blur of the resist itself. Considering instead a second generation of resists, including Rohm and Haas MET-1K resist [13] , we find the fundamental resist blur to no longer be the dominant factor. Also, all but one of these second-generation resists is demonstrating a fundamental resist PSF of approximately 26 nm. It is interesting to note that the one exception, KRS resist provided by IBM [14] , is the only low-activation energy resist in the table and utilizes no post-exposure bake. In this case we see the PSF to be even smaller, however, again the resolution limit remains above 32 nm and consequently likely not dominated by the intrinsic blur of the resist.
Resist
Resolution (nm) Blur (nm) One of the drawbacks of the MTF approach to extracting the PSF information is that a significant amount of exposure data covering a very large dose range is required. In light of these drawbacks, we are investigating more direct approaches to PSF extraction. One of these methods is based on the power spectrum of the line-edge roughness (LER). It has been suggested that the frequency cut-off of the LER can be used to determine the resist blur function (PSF) [15] since the blur would be expected to limit the LER frequency as well as the resist resolution. Table 5 shows the results from this analysis where we record the observed resolution and correlation length of the LER. Note that the correlation length (L c ) is related to the inverse spectral width of the LER power spectrum. The results in Table 5 show poor correlation between the LER spectral content and the observed resolution limit. In addition, we see a poor match to the results obtained using the MTF method. We believe the poor correlation to indicate that the LER is not limited by photon-noise effects. The theory leading to the predicted link between LER frequency and resist blur is predicated on the LER coming directly from random intensity fluctuations in the aerial image, or Table 4 . Observed resolution and measured MTF-based point-spread function (blur) for a variety of EUV resists. equivalently random photon detection (acid generation) fluctuation, which then gets blurred by the resist process. Should the LER arise predominantly from some other effect, then we might no longer expect the LER frequency and resist blur to be strongly correlated. Following our explanation, it appears that EUV resists are currently not shot-noise limited in terms of LER performance. Moreover, it suggests a method for future determination of shot-noise-limited performance from EUV resists.
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Another more direct approach we have considered is based on the measurement of the imaging fidelity of a corner on a large feature. The fidelity is characterized by measurement of the radius of the printed corner. As the resist blur is increased corner fidelity will evidently degrade. Table 6 shows the measured corner radius from a 700-nm elbow pattern. The large feature size is used to mitigate any possible proximity effects. The data shows good correlation between observed resolution and measured corner radius.
Resist
Resolution (nm) Corner Radius (nm)
To determine the relationship between measured corner radius and PSF size we use aerial image modeling. For preliminary modeling we use the simple thin mask approximation due to the large domain size required to treat the 700-nm elbow pattern. Moreover, we assume an idealized mask in terms of resolution as shown in Fig. 2 . We believe these approximations to be reasonable due to the large feature size being modeled and the fact that current mask making technology supports higher resolution than is supported by the 5× MET optic in terms of corner fidelity. The rest of the modeling parameters are set to match the conditions of the SEMATECH Berkeley MET tool. These parameters include both the illumination and wavefront conditions. The computed aerial-image model is then blurred by convolving it with an assumed resist PSF [15, 16] . An example resultant image is shown in Fig. 3 for a 27-nm blur.
Measuring the corner radius as a function of PSF width yields the data shown in Fig. 4 . The data is well approximated by a fourth-order polynomial providing an analytic solution for the relationship between resist PSF and corner radius. Using this relationship we can extend Table 6 to include the estimated resist PSF as shown in Table 7 . The results in Table 7 are self consistent; however, they do differ from the results obtained from MTF measurements. Note that the blur extracted from the corner radius displays a better absolute relationship to the observed resolution cut-off Table 6 . Observed resolution and measured corner radius for a variety of EUV resists. than does the MTF. In particular, the MTF method is estimating PSFs that should be able to support significantly better resolution limits than observed. We had previously assumed that this was an indication that other factors such as pattern collapse or top loss where determining the observed resist limit. However, in light of these new results it is no longer evident that this is the case. The MTF method may be underestimating the resist blur. We note that more modeling-based analysis is required to study the effectiveness of the corner-rounding method. First we must consider whether or not rigorous mask modeling is required and second we must consider the sensitivity of the measurement to focus and dose. 
SUMMARY
In this paper we have investigated a variety of resolution metrics including intrinsic bias, LER correlation length, MTF measurements, and corner radius measurements. The first two methods showed poor correlation to observed imaging performance. While the latter two methods were demonstrated to each be self consistent, however, they did not perfectly agree with each other. More study is required to determine which of the latter two metrics is a better indicator of intrinsic resolution.
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